
Mindfulness 
Paying attention to something, 

in a particular way, on purpose, 
in the present moment, non-

judgmentally
(Kabat-Zinn, 2003)



Mindfulness 
´ With more than 60,000 thoughts a day whirling through the mind– it is easy 

to understand how the mind can get cluttered, overwhelmed and 
unfocused.

´ Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully present, aware of where 
we are and what we’re doing, and not overly reactive or overwhelmed by 
what’s going on around us. 

´ Mindfulness is a mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on 
the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting one’s 
feelings, thoughts and bodily sensations, used as a therapeutic technique.

´ Mindfulness is about the practice of being aware of your body, mind and 
feelings in the present moment, thought to create a feeling of calm. 



Mindfulness 
Benefits

´ Increased emotional regulation
´ Increased social skills
´ Increased self-esteem
´ Increased sense of calmness, relaxation and self-acceptance
´ Increased quality of sleep
´ Decreased anxiety
´ Decreased depression

´ Fewer conduct and anger management problems (Burke 2009)



Mindfulness
environment

´ Somewhere quiet
´ Soothing lighting
´ Free of distraction
´ Inside
´ Outside in a natural setting
´ Easily accessible
´ Comfortable temperature

´ Calming decor



Mindfulness
how to breathe in

´ Ask student to smell the object
´ How do you smell the object
´ What does it smell like
´ Do you like the way it smells?
´ Do you know anything else that smells similar?
´ Observe- are the students actually smelling through their nose or breathing 

in through their mouth.
´ Demonstrates how you breathe in through your nose a few times
´ Handout 6-3



Breathing technique
basic relaxation breathing 

´ A breathing technique that is 
helpful in deactivating the 
stress response and can help 
students calm down anger 
and anxiety consists of 
breathing in through the nose 
to the count of four and 
breathing out through the 
mouth on a count of eight.

´ Stop-listen-breathe- do this 
exercise when you are feeling 
anxious/angry/nervous.

Breathe in through your nose for the count of 4-
breathe out of your mouth for the count of 8

´ Inhale through your nose 1-2-3-4
´ Exhale through your mouth blowing gently 

like blowing a bubble 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8
´ Repeat 3-4 times



Body Scan
Mindfulness

´ Students lay on the floor with their eyes closed/ or look at the ceiling
´ Encourage students to pay attention to their feet for 5-10 seconds
´ Questions: how does this body part feel? Is it cold or warm? Does it feel tight 

or relaxed? Is all or part of the body touching the floor?

´ Move onto toes, ankles, calves and knees. Move on to all body parts until 
you reach the head

´ If there is tightness or stress imagine breathing the stress out of that part of 
the body with each exhale. 



Progressive muscle Relaxation script
sitting

´ Get comfy and relaxed by sitting in a chair. Close your 
eyes and relax- take nice deep breaths in…and let it 
out slowly. Take nice easy breaths.. Not too fast or too 
slow. What ever is comfortable for you. Notice that your 
body is starting to feel relaxed and call. When you 
breath out feel your body become heavy and relaxed

´ Hands and arms- pretend you have two lemons in your 
hand and you want to make lemonade. Take your 
hands and make tight fists- like you are going to 
squeeze the juice out of the lemons. Feel the tightness 
in your hands and arms as you squeeze. Now drop the 
lemon and relax- lets try it one more time……OK now 
drop the lemon. Notice how your muscles feel when 
they are relaxed. 

´ Arms and shoulders-Continue to breathe- but think 
about your arms. Pretend you are a furry, lazy cat 
stretching out its arms. Stretch your arms as far as they 
will go…that’s good…now relax them. Lets do it again… 
Now notice that your arms feel heavy and relaxed. Let 
them hang loosely on your lap. 



Progressive muscle Relaxation script
sitting

´ Shoulders and neck-Now think about your 
shoulders and your neck. Lets pretend now 
that you are a turtle….tuck your head into 
your shell, just like a turtle….good…now, 
take a deep breath and relax your 
shoulders and neck. Notice how good it 
feels to have relaxed muscles

´ Jaw-Now focus on your jaw muscles…bite 
down as hard as you can, just like you wold 
bite down on a hard jaw breaker….hold 
it…good now relax your jaw



Glitter bottles
sensory

Preparation 

´ Fill a bottle or jar with water, leaving 2-3 
cm of space at the top

´ Add a generous amount of glitter glue to 
the bottle (or PVC glue and regular 
glitter)

´ Seal the bottle 
´ Shake the bottle well to mix the water, 

glitter and glue
´ Share the following words:

Directions
´ Imagine that the glitter is like your thoughts 

when you feel stressed, mad or upset. See how 
they whirl around and make it really hard to 
see clearly? That’s why its easy to make silly 
decisions when you are upset- because you 
are not thinking clearly. Don’t worry this is 
normal and it happens in all of us.

´ Put the jar down
´ Now watch what happens when you are still 

for a couple of moments- keep watching. 
See how the glitter starts to settle and the 
water clears? Your mind works in the same 
way- when you are calm for a while- your 
thoughts start to settle and you start to see 
things more clearly.



Heartbeat
´ Begin with three deep breaths
´ Students place their fingers or hands over the part of the body where they can 

best feel their pulse (side of the neck, under the jaw, inside their wrist, over their 
heart)

´ Ask students to close their eyes and notice how quickly or slowly their heart is 
beating

´ Encourage students to think about their current state of emotion and consider if 
this might be connected to how quickly or slowly their heart is beating.

´ Direst students to stand (where possible) and jump up and down on the spot 10 
times.

´ Students return to sitting and feel their heartbeat again, noticing any changes.
´ Students may like to close their eyes and focus on their heartbeat until it slows 

back down. 



Mindful Posing 

´ One easy way for students to get into mindfulness is through body pose. To 
engage them tell them that doing fun poses can help them feel strong, 
brave and happy.

´ Go somewhere quiet and familiar (a safe place) then practice the 
following poses:

´ The superman-this pose is practiced by standing with the feet just wider 
than the hips, fists clenched and arms reached out to the sky- stretching 
the body as tall as possible.

´ The wonder woman-this pose is struck by standing tall with the legs wider 
than hip- width apart and hands or fists placed on the hips. Ask how they 
feel after a few rounds of trying either poses. 



Spidey senses

´ Teaching students how to stay in the present moment

´ Instruct them to turn on their spidey senses or the super focused sense of 
smell, sight, hearing, taste and touch that spiderman uses to keep tabs on 
the world around him.

´ This will encourage them to pause and focus their attention on the present, 
opening their awareness to the information their senses bring. This is a 
classic mindfulness exercise and encourages observation and curiosity (see 
the next slide) 



Spidey Senses 

´ A worry tool for students
´ Grounding exercise for senses
´ 5-4-3-2-1
´ 5 things you see
´ 4 things you hear
´ 3 things you smell
´ 2 things you can touch

´ 1 thing you taste



Mindfulness Games

´ Blowing bubbles 
´ Focus on taking a dee, 

slow breath and exhale 
steadily to fill the bubble. 
Encourage children to 
pay close attention to 
the bubbles as they form, 
detach and pop or float 
away. 



Playing with balloons 

´ The aim of this game is to 
keep the balloon off the 
ground but have the 
balloon move slowly and 
gently. You can tell the 
student to pretend the 
balloon is very fragile. 



Tell me and I forget-teach me and I remember-Involve me 
and I learn 


